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THEY SAY,
“INTELLIGENT DESIGN ISN’T SO”

Jason Roberts

 
INTRODUCTION1

An atheistic-proof structure for God’s existence can be accom-
plished by constructing valid arguments. Four of the major arguments
favoring God’s existence are: 1) The Cosmological Argument (the
world could not exist on its own, there had to be a first cause that
brought it into being), 2) The Teleological Argument (the argument
from design), 3) The Ontological Argument (the argument based on
reason), and 4) The Moral Argument (a universal law for morality
cannot exist by chance; there must be a universal Law-Giver behind it).

Across the annals of time, skeptics have been quick to scoff at any
argument that discredits atheism and points one to the Creator. Modern
atheists, such as Richard Dawkins and Christopher Hitchens, have been
quite eager to reach for the atheistic baton that their predecessors
handed them, running in virtually every direction they can to militantly
advance what they cherish the most—atheism. But, merely scoffing at
an argument does not disprove God’s existence, nor does it bolster the
claim for atheism. The truth is, theists are still waiting for the atheist
who can logically dismantle any of the arguments advanced to buttress
God’s existence. It is the purpose of this work to address one of these,
namely the teleological, or design argument for God’s existence.

THE LAW OF RATIONALITY

One of the basic laws employed in the field of logic is the “Law of
Rationality,” “which states that one should accept as true only those
conclusions for which there is adequate evidence.”2 This law:
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... is sensible, because accepting as true a conclusion for which
there is no evidence, or inadequate evidence, would be irrational.
In establishing the prima facie case for the existence of God,
theists present—through logic, clear reasoning, and factual
data—arguments adequate to justify the acceptance of a conclu-
sion that God exists. The approach is intended to be positive in
nature, and to establish a proposition for which adequate
evidence is available.3

To say that there is an abundance of irrational thinking in the
minds of men today is an understatement. Rejecting the clear and
convincing proofs for the existence of God is not an intellectual
problem; it is a moral problem (Ps. 14:1). “The various arguments
presented by theists, all combined, make an ironclad case for God’s
existence. Where one particular argument fails to impress or convince
an inquirer, another may avail.”4

THE TELEOLOGICAL ARGUMENT DEFINED

The word “Teleology” has reference to purpose or design. In logic,
the “Law of Teleology” affirms that “where there is design, there must
of necessity be a designer.” If we constructed the argument in logical
form, it would look like this:

1. If the Universe evinces purposeful design, there must have been
a designer.

2. The Universe does evince purposeful design.

3. Thus, the Universe must have had a designer.5

It is interesting that the argument above is conceded by infidels.
Atheistic philosopher Paul Ricci wrote: “... it’s true that everything
designed has a designer ...”6 He went on to make the claim: “‘Every-
thing designed has a designer,’ is an analytically true statement.”7 It is
obvious that the gentleman understands that a poem implies a poet, a
watch implies a watchmaker, a law implies a law giver, a building
implies a builder, and a painting implies a painter.

Other infidels do not hesitate to admit the obvious design of our
marvelous universe, specifically the life forms that inhabit it. Evolu-
tionist Richard Lewontin admitted this truth in an article he authored
over thirty years ago for Scientific American, saying:

Life forms are more than simply multiple and diverse, however.
Organisms fit remarkably well into the external world in which
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they live. They have morphologies, physiologies and behaviors
that appear to have been carefully and artfully designed to
enable each organism to appropriate the world around it for its
own life. It was the marvelous fit of organisms to the environ-
ment, much more than the great diversity of forms, that was the
chief evidence of a Supreme Designer (emphasis added).8

It is important to highlight, that while these two authors, and others
of their ilk, plainly admit the basic thrust of the teleological argument
(i.e., that design leads inevitably to a designer), “they do not believe
that there is evidence warranting the conclusion that a Supreme
Designer exists, and they therefore have rejected any belief in God.”9

Again, we emphasize that the question of God’s existence cannot be
restricted to a mere intellectual battle. Some of the most brilliant
thinkers of our day are atheists/evolutionists. In fact, many of them are
perhaps too brilliant to see and believe the simplicity of the obvious.
G.K. Chesterton said: “When people stop believing in God, they don’t
believe in nothing—they believe in anything.”

INTELLIGENT DESIGN, NEW OR OLD?

The intelligent design argument is as old as the Bible. The writer
of Hebrews spoke of the Teleological Argument in this way (though
contextually, he was not primarily discussing this theme): “For every
house is builded by some man; but he that built all things is God” (Heb.
3:4). The atheist/evolutionist has no problem conceding the truth
contained in the first part of this verse—“every house is builded by
some man.” A person with very little intelligence knows that a house
is not eternal, nor did it construct itself out of nothing, and it certainly
did not explode into existence. Yet, we are supposed to believe that the
Universe, which is far more complex than a house, just arrived via a
Big Bang! Thompson observed:

The fact is the Universe is “fine-tuned” in such a way that it is
impossible to suggest logically that it simply “popped into
existence out of nothing” and then went from the chaos associ-
ated with the inflationary Big Bang model (as if the Universe
were a giant fire-cracker!) to the sublime order that it presently
exhibits.10

In their book, On the Moral Nature of the Universe, authors
Nancey Murphy and George F.R. Ellis wrote:

The symmetries and delicate balances we observe in the universe
require an extraordinary coherence of conditions and cooperation
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of laws and effects, suggesting that in some sense they have been
purposely designed. That is, they give evidence of intention,
realized both in the setting of the laws of physics and in the
choice of boundary conditions for the universe (emphasis
added).11

Thompson noted: “The idea that the universe and its law ‘have
been purposely designed’ has surfaced much more frequently in the
past several years.”12 For example, Sir Fred Hoyle wrote:

A common sense interpretation of the facts suggest that a
superintellect has monkeyed with physics, as well as with
chemistry and biology, and that there are no blind forces worth
speaking about in nature. The numbers one calculates from the
facts seem to me so overwhelming as to put this conclusion
almost beyond question.13

Australian astrophysicist Paul Davies made this fascinating
statement:

If nature is so “clever” as to exploit mechanisms that amaze us
with their ingenuity, is that not persuasive evidence for the
existence of intelligent design behind the universe? If the world’s
finest minds can unravel only with difficulty the deeper workings
of nature, how could it be supposed that those workings are
merely a mindless accident, a product of blind chance? (empha-
sis added).14

Four years later, in his book, The Cosmic Blueprint: New Discover-
ies in Nature’s Creative Ability to Order the Universe, Davies wrote:
“There is for me powerful evidence that there is something going on
behind it all ... It seems as though somebody has fine-tuned nature’s
numbers to make the Universe ... The impression of design is over-
whelming” (emphasis added).15 In 1992, Davies authored The Mind of
God, in which he noted:

I cannot believe that our existence in this universe is a mere
quirk of fate, an accident of history, an incidental blip in the
great cosmic drama ... Through conscious beings the universe
has generated self-awareness. This can be no trivial detail, no
minor by-product of mindless, purposeless forces. We are truly
meant to be here (emphasis added).16

Indeed, we are truly meant to be here! The universe was perfectly
orchestrated by an Intelligent Being and “fine-tuned” for man’s
habitation. Avid evolutionist Michael Denton soured the evolutionary
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punch bowl with this statement that appeared in his book, Nature’s
Destiny:

Whether one accepts or rejects the design hypothesis ... there is
no avoiding the conclusion that the world looks as if it has been
tailored for life; it appears to have been designed. All reality
appears to be a vast, coherent, teleological whole with life and
mankind as its purpose and goals.17

The prophet Isaiah penned: “Thus saith God the Lord, he that created
the heavens, and stretched them out; he that spread forth the earth, and
that which cometh out of it; he that giveth breath unto the people upon
it, and spirit to them that walk therein” (Isa. 42:5). As the Psalmist so
aptly observed: “The heavens declare the glory of God; and the
firmament sheweth his handywork” (Ps. 19:1).

In 1995, NASA astronomer John O’Keefe said in an interview:

We are, by astronomical standards, a pampered, cosseted,
cherished group of creatures ... If the Universe had not been
made with the most exacting precision we could never have
come into existence. It is my view that these circumstances
indicate the universe was created for man to live in.18

As Brad Harrub noted: “The statistical odds of man living in a place
where the correct composition of the air, atmospheric pressure, gravity,
heat, stability, etc. happening by chance are beyond measure.”19

Physicist Frank Tipler put it this way:

When I began my career as a cosmologist some twenty years
ago, I was a convinced atheist. I never in my wildest dreams
imagined that one day I would be writing a book purporting to
show that the central claims of Judeo-Christian theology are in
fact true, that these claims are straightforward deduction of the
laws of physics as we now understand them. I have been forced
into these conclusions by the inexorable logic of my own special
branch of physics.20

WILLIAM PALEY AND INTELLIGENT DESIGN

One of the most popular and influential presentations of the design
argument was made by the British theologian and mathematician
William Paley (1743-1805) in his work, Natural Theology, in 1802.
Wayne Jackson summarized Paley’s argument in this fashion:

Paley contended that if one were walking through a waste area
and came upon a stone he might, without evidence to the
contrary, assume that it simply had lain there forever. On the
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other hand, if one stumbled upon a watch, due to the fact that the
timepiece had integrated parts that moved in concert for the
purpose of marking time, one would be forced to conclude that
this object was not an accident; rather, it had been designed, and
therefore had a designer. Paley then proceeded, by analogy, to
argue that the design apparent in nature was evidence of a Grand
Designer, namely, God.21

In other words, “Paley argued that just as a watch implies a skilled,
intelligent ‘watch-maker,’ even so, a structured universe points to an
intelligent universe-maker ... The fundamental premise of the argument
is this: when one observes an object that reflects design, the logical
conclusion is—it had a designer.”22 A popular tale that describes the
position of the theist and atheist (that is, their conflicting worldviews)
concerns both of them taking a walk through the woods. As they are
walking, they suddenly come upon a beautiful crystal sphere, two feet
in diameter, lying on the trail. Immediately they stop and examine the
beautiful structure. The theists asks: “I wonder how this came to be
here?” The atheist states: “It’s obvious somebody left it there; it didn’t
just appear.” Seizing the opportunity, the theist then asks: “If the sphere
was 20 feet in diameter, would someone still have to have left it in the
woods?” “Yes,” the atheist replies, “logic demands that if a small
sphere had to be left here by someone, clearly a much larger one would
also have to have the same means of origin.” “What if,” the theist asks,
“the sphere was as large as this planet—would someone have to have
left it here?” The atheist realizes the conundrum and quickly replies that
no one had to—it would just be there. The design argument (advanced
by Paley) is eminently logical. One naturally ascribes design (such as
a crystal sphere) to a designer.

Across the years, numerous efforts have been made to discredit the
force of Paley’s logic. Perhaps one of the most popular of these—at
least in our age—has been the work of British scientist, Richard
Dawkins, who has described himself as a “a fairly militant atheist, with
a fair degree of active hostility toward religion.”23 Dawkins’ attacks on
God and religion are sharp and unapologetic. For example:

Dawkins has boasted that his work brings home the reality of the
ruthless, mechanistic explanation of human existence. “You are
for nothing. You are here to propagate your selfish genes. There
is no higher purpose to life.” ... Dawkins has admitted, he is
gratified that in reading his book, people are “losing religious
faith.” According to Dawkins, “religion is very largely an enemy
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of truth.” He has characterized the idea that man was created by
God as a “blasphemy” that atheists “have to fight against.”24

In 1986, Dawkins authored one of his most significant books, The
Blind Watchmaker, in which he attempted to negate the widespread
influence of Paley’s work. Jackson notes: “Dawkins vociferously
declared that the intent of the book was to negate the influence of Paley
because the ‘apparent design’ that is characteristic of earth’s creatures
‘cries for an explanation.’”25 The dust jacket of Dawkins’ book reads:

There may be good reason for belief in God, but the argument
from design is not one of them ... despite all appearances to the
contrary, there is no watchmaker in nature beyond the blind
forces of physics ... Natural selection, the unconscious, auto-
matic, blind yet essentially nonrandom process that Darwin
discovered, and that we now understand to be the explanation for
the existence and form of all life, has no purpose in mind. It has
no mind and no mind’s eye. It does not plan for the future. It has
no vision, no foresight, not sight at all. If it can be said to play
the role of watchmaker in nature, it is the blind watchmaker.26

It should be noted:

The disagreement between the theist and atheist is not whether
design demands a designer. Rather, the point of contention is
whether or not there is design in nature adequate to substantiate
the conclusion that a designer does, in fact, exist. This is where
the teleological argument is of benefit.27

THE MARVELOUS DESIGN OF THE HUMAN BODY

In 2006, editors John Asthon and Michael Westacott produced a
great book titled, The Big Argument: Does God Exist? This eye-
opening volume contains splendid articles written by twenty-four
scholars, as they explore how science, archaeology, and philosophy
have not disproved God. One of the authors, Frank J. Sherwin, penned
a thought-provoking piece titled, The Human Body: Evidence For
Intelligent Design. He wrote: “Evolutionary naturalists attempt to short-
circuit then (sic) design argument for God’s existence by saying that
living things (such as the human body and its 11 parts) only appear
designed—they aren’t really.”28 In fact, biologist Stephen C. Meyer
said in 1996: “According to Darwin (as if he is the authority, JR), living
organisms only appeared to be designed by an intelligent creator;
nature itself was the real creator.”29 Even Nobel prize winner Francis
Crick admitted the same when he wrote: “Biologists must constantly
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keep in mind that what they see was not designed, but rather
evolved.”30 Sherwin adds: “Darwinists attribute the exquisite detail in
the living world to genetic mistakes (mutations) and natural selection
that essentially take the place of a personal Creator.”31

Sherwin was a former college Biology instructor who taught human
anatomy and physiology to pre-med students for many years. “The
human body is a marvelous testament to complexity and design,”32 he
said. “So much could be said about the tissues organs, and sys-
tems—and their interactions—that make up the created human body.
Instances abound that point clearly to detailed design.”33 The author
then noted several fascinating things about the amazing design of the
human body:

The lungs that look like a pair of pink sponges in our chest, for
example, contain about 600 million tiny air sacs called alveoli
and have 750 woven miles of blood vessels. If the lungs were
flattened out, they would cover a surface area of about 1,000
square feet.

Our bone is stronger than granite. A block of bone half the size
of a computer mouse can support ten tons—four times the
capacity of concrete. In the “average” adult, the marrow of the
flat bones (skull bones and ribs) also makes two-and-a-half
million delicate red blood cells per second, as well as providing
anchor attachments for our muscles.

Our heart, composed of unique cardiac muscle, beats at least 2.8
billion times during the average life span—resting between
beats. This means it pumps 600,000 tons of blood in the average
lifetime through 60,000 miles of blood vessels. If skeletal muscle
from the arm or leg tried to do what the heart does day out and
day in, it would be useless within minutes. The heart is a wonder
of engineering.

We have two kidneys that contain 1.3 million amazing units of
filtration called nephrons. With every beat of the heart, one-third
of the blood goes to the renal arteries, and thus through this pair
of reddish-brown, bean-shaped organs. This means they filter
about eight quarts of blood every hour. The kidneys are de-
signed, at the level of the nephron, to return glucose, ions, water,
and other important substances to the blood while expelling two
liters (three pints) of urine a day. Anatomists estimate our
kidneys are about as complex as the brain. They are certainly not
just a pair of blood filters, as many think.34
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The late George Gaylord Simpson of Harvard once said that in man
one finds “the most highly endowed organization of matter that has yet
appeared on earth.”35 Another evolutionist affirmed:

When you come right down to it, the most incredible creation in
the universe is you—with your fantastic senses and strengths,
your ingenious defense systems, and mental capabilities so great
you can never use them to the fullest. Your body is a structural
masterpiece more amazing than science fiction.36

How can anyone, with even an average degree of intelligence conclude
that the “structural masterpiece” of the human body—with its “inge-
nious” system and “highly endowed organization—is the result of mere
happenstance operating over billions of years of time as atheism
suggests? Or would it be more in keeping with the facts of the matter
to suggest that the human body is the result of purposeful design by a
Master Designer?”37

Amazingly, there are still infidels who will not believe in God,
regardless of how powerful and convincing the evidence is. For
example, the infidel writer Paul Ricci said: “Although many have
difficulty understanding the tremendous order and complexity of
functions of the human body (the eye for an example), there is no
obvious designer” (emphasis added).38

One of the most powerful evidences of sensory design is the eye.
When Charles Darwin penned his notorious book, The Origin of
Species (1859), he bit off more than he could chew when he wrote:

To suppose that the eye with all its inimitable contrivances for
adjusting the focus to different distances, for admitting different
amounts of light, and for the correction of spherical and chro-
matic aberration, could have been formed by natural selection,
seems, I freely confess, absurd in the highest sense.39

Absurd indeed! We appreciate the gentleman’s honesty. However,
Darwin argued that “natural selection,” with the passing of millions of
years, produced the human eye. He is not alone. Agnostic Robert
Jastrow questioned that possibility when he wrote:

The eye is a marvelous instrument, resembling a telescope of the
highest quality, with a lens, an adjustable focus, a variable
diaphragm for controlling the amount of aberration, and optical
corrections for spherical and chromatic aberration. The eye
appears to have been designed; no designer of telescopes could
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have done better. How could this marvelous instrument have
evolved by chance, through a succession of random events?40

The eye is frequently compared to a camera. No honest person will
dispute the complexity and intricate design of the modern camera. Does
it not seem strange that we are to believe that the living camera—the
human eye, which is far more complex than a digital camera, somehow
just “evolved by chance, through a succession of random events”? As
Miller and Goode stated: “The living camera of the eye photographs
fleeting images by the thousands, between one moment and the next,
and it makes its own adjustments, automatically and precisely, with
each change in distance, light, and angle.”41 In his excellent little book,
The Human Body Accident or Design?, Wayne Jackson has an
informative section describing the remarkable features of the human
eye. He concludes his analysis of the eye with these words: “If the
function of a camera demands that it was ‘made,’ does it not stand to
reason that the more complex human camera, the eye, must also have
had a Maker? If not, where is the fallacy in our reasoning?”42

The Psalmist affirmed that God “planted the ear” and “formed the
eye” (Ps. 94:9). “Hearing and seeing are not developments of the
evolutionary process!”43 “The hearing ear, and the seeing eye, the Lord
hath made even both of them” (Pro. 20:12).

The marvelous structure of the human body, with all of its intricate,
complex details, could not have originated via the processes of organic
evolution. As David declared: “I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made: marvellous are thy works; and that my soul knoweth
right well. My substance was not hid from thee, when I was made in
secret, and curiously wrought in the lowest parts of the earth” (Ps.
139:14-15). Indeed, “there is a God in heaven” (Dan. 2:28)!

ANTONY FLEW

One of the premiere atheists of our time was Antony Flew. In 1976
Flew debated the late brother Thomas B. Warren on the campus of
North Texas State University. The debate was on the existence of God.
In 1991, while a student at Harding University, I phoned brother
Warren at his home residence. I had a question that pertained to some
of the teaching that was being taught by several of my professors,
particularly on the issue of marriage, divorce and remarriage. In the
course of our conversation, I mentioned to him that I was reading The
Warren-Flew Debate, and remarked on how much I was enjoying it. At
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one point in our conversation, brother Warren said: “I pray for Dr. Flew
every day that he will have a change of heart and come to a proper
understanding of the truth.” Brother Warren never saw his prayer
answered (having died in August of 2000). However, part of this prayer
has been answered. Though Flew has not come to a proper understand-
ing and acceptance of a number of significant Bible truths (i.e., the
resurrection of Christ, the afterlife, miracles, and the inspiration of the
Bible), he nonetheless has abandoned his atheistic worldview, which he
had cherished for so many years.

Professor Flew, 85 years old, a legendary British philosopher and
atheist (former atheist that is) was an icon and champion for unbeliev-
ers for decades. Flew’s change of mind is significant news, not only
about his personal journey, but also about the persuasive power of the
arguments modern theists have been using to challenge atheism.

In 2001 and 2003 respectively, it was rumored that Flew had turned
to Christianity, but each time he dispelled the rumors himself. Today,
we have the truth about what he now believes about God. In 2007, Flew
published a book, titled There Is A God, which listed as having Roy
Abraham Varghese as its co-author. Shortly after the book was
released, the New York Times published an article by religious historian
Mark Oppenheimer. Oppenheimer stated that Varghese had been
entirely responsible for writing the book, and that Flew was in a serious
state of mental decline, having great difficulty remembering key
figures, ideas, and events relating to the debate covered in the book
(this debate will be mentioned below). The article provoked a public
outcry, in which atheist P.Z. Myers called Varghese “a contemptible
manipulator.”44 Later, Flew released a statement through his publisher
that although Varghese did the actual writing, the book belonged to him
and represented his thinking.45

In 2004, Flew was interviewed by Dr. Gary R. Habermas, a prolific
philosopher and historian from Liberty University, who has debated
Flew several times on the existence of God and the resurrection of
Christ. Both of these gentlemen have maintained their friendship
despite their years of disagreement on these two issues. The interview
was published in the Winter 2005 edition of Philosophia Christi, the
journal of the Evangelical Philosophical Society. Prior to writing the
interview, editor Craig J. Hazen of Philosophia Christi had these
introductory remarks:
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During a couple of telephone discussions shortly after their last
dialogue, Flew explained to Habermas that he was considering
becoming a theist. While Flew did not change his position at that
time, he concluded that certain philosophical and scientific
considerations were causing him to do some serious thinking. He
characterized his position as that of atheism standing in tension
with several huge question marks (emphasis added).46

Those “several huge question marks” are presented and answered in
this interview. The reader may wish to pay special attention to Flew’s
responses to Habermas’ questions. They are clear, and in no way reflect
a man whose mind is “in a serious state of mental decline.” Below are
excerpts from their interview. My comments will appear in brackets.

Habermas:
“Tony, you recently told me that you have come to believe in the
existence of God. Would you comment on that?”

Flew:
“Well, I don’t believe in the God of any revelatory system,
although I am open to that. But it seems to me that the case for an
Aristotelian God Who has the characteristics of power and also of
intelligence, is now much stronger than it ever was before ...
(emphasis added).”
[Note his reference to the “Aristotelian God.” God does not need
this title before His name. Though Flew has come a long way in his
thinking; he is still light years away from the Creator of the
Universe].

Habermas:
“Once you mentioned to me that your view might be called Deism.
Do you think that would be a fair designation?”

Flew:
“Yes, absolutely right. What Deists, such as the Mr. Jefferson who
drafted the American Declaration of Independence, believed was
that, while reason, mainly in the form of arguments to design,
assures us that there is a God, there is no room either for any
supernatural revelation of that God or for any transactions between
that God and individual human beings” (emphasis added).
[First, Jefferson was not a Deist. For a thorough refutation of this
notion, the reader may want to consult the material contained in
Dave Miller’s excellent DVD, The Silencing of God. Second,
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According to Flew, the design argument is persuasive enough proof
to point us to a Grand Designer. We will comment more on this
later. Flew’s deistic view of God, rejects all supernatural revelation
(i.e. Bible) and rejects any interest that God has in man. Habermas’
next question was timely].

Habermas:
“Then would you comment on your ‘openness’ to the notion of
theistic revelation?”

Flew:
“I am open to it, but not enthusiastic about potential revelation
from God. On the positive side, for example, I am very much
impressed with physicist Gerald Schroeder’s comments on Genesis
1. That this biblical account might be scientifically accurate raises
the possibility that it is revelation (emphasis added).”
[As long as Flew remains open to discussion about the scientific
accuracy of God’s revelation, the Bible, there is hope for his soul.
We can only pray that God will grant him more time to live so that
the possibility of him coming to a knowledge of the truth and being
saved becomes a reality (1 Tim. 2:4)].

Habermas:
“You very kindly noted that our debates and discussions had
influenced your move in the direction of theism. You mentioned
that this initial influence contributed in part to your comment that
naturalistic efforts have never succeeded in producing ‘a plausible
conjecture as to how any of these complex molecules might have
evolved from simple entities.’ Then in your recently rewritten
introduction to the forthcoming edition of your classic volume God
and Philosophy, you say that the original version of that book is
now obsolete. You mention a number of trends in theistic argumen-
tation that you find convincing, like big bang cosmology, fine
tuning and Intelligent Design arguments. Which arguments for
God’s existence did you find most persuasive?”

Flew:
“I think that the most impressive arguments for God’s existence are
those that are supported by recent scientific discoveries. I’ve never
been much impressed by the kalam cosmological argument, and I
don’t think it has gotten any stronger recently. However, I think the
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argument to Intelligent Design is enormously stronger than it was
when I first met it” (emphasis added).
[Flew has read a number of books that have assisted him in his
journey from atheism to theism. He cites Gerald Schroeder’s work
The Hidden Face of God and Roy Abraham Varghese’s The
Wonder of the World: A Journey from Modern Science to the Mind
of God as particularly impressive. In the foreword to the new (and
final) edition of his God and Philosophy, which Flew now de-
scribes as “an historic relic,” he acknowledges that the argument
from design “becomes progressively more powerful with every
advance in humankind’s knowledge of the integrated complexity
of what used to be called the ‘system of nature.’” As this progress
continues, perhaps more will follow Flew’s lead in conceding more
ground to theism].

Habermas:
“So of the major theistic arguments, such as the cosmological,
teleological, moral, and ontological, the only really impressive ones
that you take to be decisive are the scientific of teleology?”

Flew:
“Absolutely. It seems to me that Richard Dawkins constantly
overlooks the fact that Darwin himself, in the fourteenth chapter of
The Origin of Species, pointed out that his whole argument began
with a being which already possessed reproductive powers. This is
the creature the evolution of which a truly comprehensive theory
of evolution must give some account. Darwin himself was well
aware that he had not produced such an account. It now seems to
me that the findings of more than fifty years of DNA research have
provided materials for a new and enormously powerful argument
to design (emphasis added).”

Habermas:
“Given your great respect for Christianity, do you think there is any
chance that you might in the end move from theism to Christian-
ity?”

Flew:
“I think it’s very unlikely, due to the problem of evil. But, if it did
happen, I think it would be in some eccentric fit and doubtfully
orthodox form: regular religious practice perhaps but without
belief. If I wanted any sort of future life I should become a Jeho-
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vah’s Witness. But some things I am completely confident about.
I would never regard Islam with anything but horror and fear
because it is fundamentally committed to conquering the world for
Islam. It was because the whole of Palestine was part of the land of
Islam that Muslim Arab armies moved in to try to destroy Israel at
birth, and why the struggle for the return of the still surviving
refugees and their numerous descendants continue to this day.”
[First, Flew’s problem with evil would not be a problem at all if he
simply accepted the truth that every man has been endowed by God
with the ability to choose. The admission of evil implies an
admission of good, both of which are choices that man makes.
Second, the gentleman says that if he did embrace Christianity he
would simply go through the motions of whatever Christianity
practiced, but would do so without any faith. Who wants to live
such an empty, faithless directionless life such as this? Third, he
states that if he wanted any “future life” he would become a
Jehovah’s Witness. He gave no reasons for wanting to do so. Sadly,
there is no “future life” for those who embrace the Jehovah’s
Witness’ doctrine. Christianity and Jehovah’s Witness doctrine are
incompatible].

Habermas:
“I ask this last question with a smile, Tony. But just think what
would happen if one day you were pleasantly disposed toward
Christianity and all of a sudden the resurrection of Jesus looked
pretty good to you?”

Flew:
“Well, one thing I’ll say in this comparison is that, for goodness
sake, Jesus is an enormously attractive charismatic figure, which
the Prophet of Islam most emphatically is not” (emphasis added).
[It is evident that Flew has a long way still to travel in his journey
to find the God of the Bible. While many in the “Christian” world
have quickly tipped their hats towards Flew because of his decisive
shift from atheism to theism; in reality he is still sadly just as lost
as he was the day he became an atheist. Admitting there is a God
is one thing; submitting to that same God is quite another!].

There is no way that Flew, suddenly facing his own mortality, is
trying to cover his bases—just in case God exists. What has happened,
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it seems, is what he said during a telephone conversation with Haber-
mas in 2004, and that is he “had to go where the evidence leads.”

CONCLUSION

The evidence for God’s existence is overwhelming. Skeptics, who
are not willing “to go where the evidence leads” them will continue to
enthusiastically hand the atheistic baton to the next generation of
deceived minds until time—as we know it—is no more, and the God of
the Universe reveals Himself in the Person of His Son, Jesus Christ at
His Second Coming. At that time, this worn out baton will immediately
drop and “every knee should bow ... every tongue should confess that
Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father” (Phil. 2:10-11).
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